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Abstraet--A new pair of embedded Runge-Kutta (RK) formulas of orders 5 and 6 is presented. It is 
derived from a family of RK methods depending on eight parameters by using certain measures of 
accuracy and stability. Numerical tests comparing its efficiency to other formulas of the same order in 
current use are presented. With an extra function evaluation per step, a C t-continuous interpolant of order 
5 can be obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many Runge-Kutta (RK) codes for the numerical solution of non-stiff initial value problems in 
ODEs are based on embedded pairs of RK formulas. Thus RKF45 [1] and its successor DERKF 
in DEPAC [2] produced by Shampine and Watts use a pair of formulas of orders 4 and 5 due to 
Fehlberg [3, 4]. The subroutine DVERK [5] produced by Hull et aL is based on a pair of formulas 
of orders 5 and 6 due to Verner [6]. For computations which require higher accuracy a pair of 
orders 7 and 8 of Fehlberg [3] has been widely used. Although the above codes showed up very 
well in extensive numerical computations there are some reasons to think that changing the pairs 
used would improve the efficiency of the codes. First, Dormand and Prince [7, 8] have presented 
new pairs of RK formulas which are superior in most respects to those currently in use. On the 
other hand, there are some applications in which the solution is required at a great many specific 
points and if a code produces answers at these points by taking them to be mesh points, the code 
can be very inefficient. Consequently the new RK methods should be able to produce in an 
inexpensive way approximations to the solution between mesh points. Because of this a number 
of papers [9-13] proposing interpolants for RK formulas have been recently published. 
The aim of this paper is to present a new pair of RK formulas of orders 5 and 6 that requires 
eight function evaluations per step. Some tests showing the efficiency of the new pair relative to 
other formulas in current use are presented. Furthermore, with an additional function evaluation 
a fifth order interpolant can be obtained. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a family of RK pairs of orders 5 and 6 depending 
on eight parameters i constructed. Then in Section 3 these parameters are chosen so that the 
corresponding method is "optimal" with respect o certain measures of accuracy, efficiency and 
stability that will be made precise later. In Section 4 it is shown that with an extra function 
evaluation we can have a Ct-continuous olution of order 5 in the whole integration interval. 
Finally in Section 5 a summary of the numerical experiments with the non-stiff DETEST [14, 15] 
problems is presented. 
2. THE FAMILY OF EMBEDDED RK FORMULAS 
Consider the numerical solution of the non-stiff system of ODEs 
y ' ( t )=f ( t ,y ( t ) ) ,  t >~to, y~N,  (1) 
y(to) = Y0, (2) 
where f ( t ,  y) is assumed to be sufficiently differentiable in a neighborhood of the exact solution 
(t,y(t)), t ~ [t 0, to + T]. An embedded pair of RK formulas is given by two formulas of orders p 
and q />p + 1 which share the same function evaluations. In the usual notation, the procedure 
It 
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advances the integration from (t.. y.) to t.+~ = t. + h.. computing at each step two approximations 
y.+~ and )3+~ to y(t.+O of orders q and p respectively, given by 
where 
y.+, = y. + h. ~. bsf., (3) 
j=l 
~.+, =y .+h.  ~ /~jf, (4) 
j=l 
( X f j= f  t .+cjh.,y.+h~ as~ , j= l  . . . . .  s. (5) 
Here s is the number of stages, h. is the stepsize, and a o, bl and /~i are parameters defining the 
method. Using matrix notation. A = (a0) e It~ s× ~, b = (bg). b = (/~). c = (ci) ~ R ' the procedure can 
be specified by its Butcher table of coefficients 
C~b v A~R ~×~, b ,b .c~R ~, (6) 
where c --- Ae and e = (1 . . . . .  1)T6 ~s. Throughout this paper, we assume that the procedure does 
local extrapolation, i.e. it advances the numerical solution with the higher order approximation y.+j 
while the lower order solution is used only to estimate the local error and to select the step size 
according to a prescribed tolerance. 
Let y(t; t., y.) be the local solution of equation (1) at the point (t., y.), i.e. the solution of 
differential system (1) with initial condition y(t.) = y.. Then the local error of formula (3) at the 
point t.+~ is defined by 
e(t.+,)=y(t.+h.; t . .y.) -y.+l .  (7) 
By Taylor expansion about t., e(t.+O can be written as the Butcher series 
h ~(r) 
e(t .+,)= ~ C(z )e . (v ) - -  (8) 
~,~>~, p(z)!'  
where z denotes a rooted tree of order p(r), the vector F.(r)  e ~ is the elementary differential 
associated with z at the point (t.,y.) and the scalar C(z) is the corresponding weight. The sum 
in the right-hand side of equation (8) is extended to all elementary differentials. It must be remarked 
that F.(z) depends only on the differential equation of system (1) and the point (t., y.) while C(z) 
depends only on the parameters (A,b). The RK formula (3) has order q if and only if 
e(t,,+O = O(h q+l) or equivalently, if C(z) = 0 for all z with p(z) ~< q and C(z) # 0 for some z with 
p(z) = q + 1. 
To construct a family of RK pairs of orders 5 and 6 we consider a family of RK formulas of 
orders 6 with eight stages. Then in order to embed the fifth order solutions, the so-called FSAL 
condition [16] is assumed. This means that for the fifth order solution a new stage which is identical 
to the first evaluation of the next step is used. Although our embedded pairs use nine function 
evaluations, the effective number of function evaluations per step is eight except in the case of a 
rejected step. The table of coefficients (6) for our pairs will have the form 
c A 
1 b T 
b T b x 
6~ 6~ 
(9) 
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with A ~ R s×s, c, b ~ R 8 and ?, 6 e R 9. The solutions of orders 6 and 5 can be written as 
8 
y,+~ =y,+h,  ~ b/~, (10) 
j=l 
9 
9,+~ =y,+h,  E 6jfj. (11) 
j=[ 
Since there are 37 elementary differentials of order ~<6, equation (10) is a sixth order formula 
if and only if the parameters (A, b) satisfy the 37 equations C(z) = 0, p (z) ~< 6. In order to simplify 
the study of the order conditions in our model we assume that the parameters satisfy 
Ac i 2 = 5(C -- c~e2) , (12) 
Ac 2 = ~(c 3 - c~ez), (13) 
b~A = b ~ - (b "c) ~, (14) 
where c" = (c~" . . . . .  cg') v, ej is the vector with components (ej)~ = 6~j and u. v denotes the component- 
wise product of vectors u and v, i.e. (u 'v)i = u~v~. In the remainder of this section we denote by 
equation (,)~ the scalar equation that arises from component i (1 ~< i ~< 8) of the corresponding 
vector equation (,). 
It can be verified that equation (10) has order 6 if and only if b2 = 0 and 
brc J= l / ( j+ l ) ,  j=0  . . . . .  5, 
(b" c)X Aez = O, 
(b. c2)T Ae2 = 0, 
(b "c)'r Ac3 = 1/24, 
(b" c)T A 2e 2 = O. 
(15) 
(16) 
(6" 6)v Ae2 = 0, 
6T.4( 3= 1/20, (18) 
5 "rde: = 0, 
61" A 2e 2 ----- 0. 
Before introducing the set of free parameters that have been used in our family, it is worth 
remarking that some of the conditions above can be eliminated. Thus from c~ = 0 it follows that 
equations (12)j, (12)2, (13)~ and (13)2 are identically satisfied and equations (12)3, (13)3 hold if and 
2 3 only if c2 = ~c3 and a32 -- ac3. Also equation (14)8 is equivalent to c8 = 1 and equation (15) with 
equations (12) and (13) imply that under the assumption c i#c j ,  i< j<8,  the first three 
components of equation (14) can be omitted. To define our family of RK pairs we have taken cs, 
c4, c5, c6, c7, bs and 69 as free parameters while the remaining parameters have been selected so 
that all equations (12)-(18) are satisfied. These calculations have been carried out by taking 
successively the equations above in a suitable order. As there are so many equations, we merely 
outline how we proceeded. From equation (15), assuming that ci # cj, i # j  ~< 7, we determined b~, 
b3, b4, bs, b6, b7 (b2 = 0) in terms of cj,j ~< 7 and b 8. Then the independent equations from equations 
(12)-(14) and (16) allow the determination of all but two of the a U in terms of our free parameters. 
Finally the two remaining ao and the bj are used to satisfy equations (17) and (18). 
f f r ( J= l / ( j+ l ) ,  j=0  . . . . .  4, (17) 
For the fifth order solution there are 17 order conditions to be satisfied by the coefficients A and b. 
However, taking into account hat the last row of A, b satisfies equation (15), it is easy to see that 
equations (12) and (13) also hold for the matrix J and the vector & Consequently the fifth order 
conditions reduce to 62 = 0 and 
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3. THE RK6(5) PAIR 
After obtaining a family of RK pairs depending on the parameters ~,= (c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, bs, bg) 
our goal is to select a set of values for 7 that maximize the accuracy and efficiency of the resulting 
method and at the same time result in a large region of absolute stability. It turns out that these 
goals cannot be attained simultaneously and therefore a compromise has to be accepted. To define 
precisely the meaning of accuracy and efficiency we have used the measures A(7)=A(7)(7), 
B (7)= B(7)(7 ) and CI7~= C{7)(7 ) introduced by Prince and Dormand [8] and defined by 
A(7)(~/) = II C7(27, ~)11, 
O(7)(Y) = II Cv(T, Y)ll/ll C6(27, 7)11, 
6(7)(~ )) = [I C7 (27, ~) - 67(27, ~)11/11C6(27, )II, 
where I[ Cp+ ~11 (or II C'p+~ II, II C,+2 II) is the/z-norm of the coefficients of the elementary differentials 
in the development of the local error of y,+~ (.9,+1, respectively), i.e. 
II c.+,(27.7) I, = /~.) ~r + ~ c(27' 7)2" 
As it was pointed in Refs [8, 13], for RK pairs with local extrapolation, the quantity A {7) should 
be as small as possible to achieve a good accuracy. Moreover, if B (7) and C ~7) are small, the local 
error estimate will be more accurate and the stepsize control more reliable. Our RK6(5) pair has 
been obtained taking into account he following criteria: 
(i) A (7), B(7) and C (7) should be small. 
(ii) The parameters should be chosen to avoid large coefficients bi, /~i, a,j, which 
would cause severe roundoff errors. 
(iii) The interval of absolute stability for both formulas should be large. 
(iv) No coefficient t~(27) of an elementary differential of the local error in the fifth 
order solution is allowed to vanish. 
The computation of the coefficients of a RK pair with the above criteria was carried out 
numerically in a VAX 8300 computer using 30 significant figures. The coefficients written in rational 
form accurate to 14 digits are listed in Table 1. In Table 2 the most relevant features of our pair 
are compared with the pairs RK6(5)SM [8], RK6(5)8C [16] and DVERK [5]. Here S 6 (or S~) is 
the abscissa of the intersection point of the boundary of the stability region with the real axis for 
the solution of order 6 (or 5). D denotes the largest in magnitude of the coefficients of the 
corresponding RK pair. Clearly the leading error term A ~7) of our method is smaller than that of 
the others. In particular, the A~7) measure for the pairs RK6(5)8M and RK6(5)8C proposed by 
Prince and Dormand is more than four times larger than ours, and that of the pair DVERK is 
about 34 times larger. 
In Figs 1 and 2 we have plotted the absolute stability regions of the sixth and fifth order solutions, 
respectively, of the pairs DVERK 6(5), DOPRI 6(5) 8M, and the new pair. Clearly the stability 
regions of the two formulas of the new pair are larger than the ones corresponding to the other 
pairs. 
4. A F IFTH ORDER INTERPOLANT FOR THE RK6(5) 
It has been widely recognized [13] that new RK codes should have the capability of producing 
approximations to the solution between mesh points without much additional work. Here we 
show that for our RK6(5) pair, with one extra function evaluation, it is possible to provide a 
Cl-continuous olution yh(t) whose local error in each interval [h,, t, + h,] is of order O(h6). 
To construct such a continuous olution we follow the interpolatory approach of Shampine 
[2, 12]. We have at our disposal 
Y,, Y,,+I, 
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Fig. 1. Stability regions for sixth order formula. 
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where y.+~ and y~+l are O(h 7) approximations to the local solution and its derivative t.+,, 
respectively. Because we are interested in a local Hermite interpolation polynomial of degree five 
in the interval [t., t.+~], we need two additional pieces of data that we want to obtain as cheaply 
as possible. We ask whether there are a e(0, 1) and/~* i = 1 . . . . .  9 such that 
9 
y.+o = y. + h. ~ 6*fj, (20) 
j=l  
is of order 5, i.e. 
We have found that an 
with the coefficients 6* 
IlYn+o--Y(t.+ ah; t., h.)ll = O(h6). (21) 
approximation satisfying equations (20) and (21) exists only for a = 1/2 
given as the solution of the linear system 
C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 1 
c~ c~ c~ c~ c~ 1 
c~ c~ c~ c~ c~ 1 
c~ c~ c~ c~ c~ 1 
a32 a42 a52 a62 c72 a82 





"a2/2 - 6?" 
a3/3 - 6* 
a4/4 - 69* 
= 





61" = ~ - E 6,*, 
i=3 
where 6* is an arbitrary parameter. This says that for our RK6(5) there exists a one parameter 
family of approximations Y.+,/2 of order five at t. + h./2. Adding the stage 
Y'.+¢ =fl0 = f(t .  + h./2, Y.+,/2), (23) 
we obtain the data that together with equations (19) and (20) determine the Hermite interpolation 
polynomial mentioned above. Thus we arrive at a formula 
10 
yh(t. + Oh.) = y. + h. ~ bj(O)fj, (24) 
j=l 
that satisfies 
IlYh(t. + Oh.) - -y(t.  + Oh.; t., h.)[I = O(h6), (25) 
for all 0 e [0, 1]. Clearly the continuous olution yh(t) whose restriction to each interval [t.. t.+,] 
is given by equation (24) defines a CLcontinuous olution of order five in the whole integration 
interval and order six at mesh points. 
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Fig. 3 
Since in the continuous olution (24) there is a free parameter 5*, our next step was to select 
it so that we minimize a measure of the local error. Following the ideas of Ref. [9] we take as 
measure the quantity 
L l g*(69") = g(O) dO, (26) 
with 
II Co it) I I  
g(O) -- . 
II C(t) I I  " (27) 
Here II t?(r)II = 3.39 x 10 -4 is the 12-norm of the coefficients t~(z) of the elementary differentials of 
the local error of the fifth solution of the RK6(5) pair and II Co(T)II is the corresponding value of 
the continuous olution (24). 
By a numerical search it was found that g*(6~') is minimized for 6* = 0.023. Accordingly the 
values of the coefficients 6* of equation (20) with tr = 1/2 for our optimal interpolant, accurate 
to 14 figures, are 
6" = 75958610/1241558309, 
6* = o, 
b~' = 34852064/131419909, 
6* = 68266090/812701809, 
/~* = 175025929/1741079695, 
6* = 16311925/5655799707, 
67* -- - 193778593/1216600874, 
6* = 73061399/596457936, 
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Fig. 4. Full DETEST. 
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Fig. 5. Full DETEST minus class D. 
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Table 3. Summary of results for the RK6(5) pair 
Log l0 FCN No. of Max Fraction Fraction 
tol. calls steps Ioc. err. deceived deceived (BAD) 
- 3.00 5440 528 1.407 0.009 0.000 
-4 .00  6864 682 2.201 0.009 0.000 
-5 .00  9056 917 0.749 0.000 0.000 
-6 .00  12240 1259 0.922 0.000 0.000 
- 7.00 16632 1767 0.702 0.000 0.000 
- 8.00 22560 2520 0.431 0.000 0.000 
-9 .00  30168 3621 0.480 0.000 0.000 
- 10.00 42528 5258 0.152 0.000 0.000 
Overall 
summary 145488 16552 2.201 0.001 0.000 
Table 4. Summary of results for the RK6(5)SM pair 
Log l0 FCN No. of Max Fraction Fraction 
tol. calls steps Ioc. err. deceived deceived (BAD) 
-3 .00  4817 484 3.041 0.140 0.000 
-4 .00  6076 623 4.513 0.087 0.000 
--5.00 7935 830 3.414 0.058 0.000 
-6 .00  10654 1127 2.547 0.026 0.000 
--7.00 14497 1561 1.941 0.016 0.000 
--8.00 19407 2194 1.587 0.005 0.000 
-9 .00 26613 3142 1.809 0.003 0.000 
- 10.00 36690 4539 1.705 0.002 0.000 
Overall 
summary 126689 14500 4.513 0.017 0.000 
Table 5. Summary of results for the DVERK pair 
Log 10 FCN No. of Max Fraction Fraction 
tol. calls steps Ioc. err. deceived deceived (BAD) 
-3 .00 5368 545 11.381 0.194 0.020 
-4 .00  6900 719 7.534 0.153 0.006 
-5 .00  9136 967 10.735 0.117 0.014 
-6 .00 12309 1326 26.971 0.094 0.014 
-7 .00  16611 1848 35.162 0.087 0.009 
-8 .00  22779 2633 12.383 0.094 0.005 
-9 .00 31742 3791 7.655 0.072 0.001 
- 10.00 44862 5494 12.232 0.053 0.001 
Overall 
summary 149707 17323 35.162 0.082 0.005 
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Finally, to show the quality of our interpolant we have plotted in Fig. 3 the function g(O) for 
the optimal interpolant. Since g(O) can be considered as a rough measure of the ratio of the local 
error of the continuous olution at tn + Ohn to that of the fifth order solution at tn + hn, it is clear 
that the interpolant shows a very satisfactory behavior at intermediate points. 
5. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
The new pair RK6(5) obtained in Section 3 has been tested on a wide range of differential 
equations and in particular on those given in the non-stiff DETEST collection. A code based on 
our RK6(5) pair was written and compared with similar codes based on the formula RK6(5)8M 
of Prince and Dormand [8] and also with the well-known subroutine DVERK [10]. In the numerical 
experiments he step size was selected according to the error per step (EPS) requirement and local 
extrapolation was done. We integrated the 25 problems (A1 . . . .  , E5) in unscaled form for absolute 
tolerances from 10 3 to 10 -~°. 
Since typical users of ODE solvers are interested in the global error rather than the local error, 
we present some graphs which show the behavior of the global error vs the number of function 
evaluations necessary to get it. To obtain a good measure of the global error, a modified version 
of DETEST with the results of RK8(7)13M taken as "true" solutions was used. For a given 
tolerance we integrated the problems of DETEST (or a subclass of it) computing first the maximum 
global error d, = Yn -y ( t , )  over the whole integration interval and then SUMER = log10 (E II dn I[ ~), 
where the sum is extended over all problems under consideration. At the same time we obtained 
NFCN, the total number of function evaluations required to integrate all problems at the given 
tolerance. In Fig. 4 we have plotted the points (NFCN, SUMER) obtained for different values of 
TOL with the full DETEST set. It is worth noting that in these tests the statistics are dominated 
by the five two-body problems (class D). In our second test, plotted in Fig. 5, we considered all 
the problems of DETEST except for the class D. Finally, in Fig. 6, we considered only the six linear 
problems A1, B2, C1, C2, C3 and C4. The most relevant features of the integration of the full 
DETEST set for the three methods under consideration, RK6(5), RK6(5)8M and DVERK, 
respectively, are presented in Tables 3-5. 
From these tests it may be concluded that the new pair is more efficient han the 6(5) pairs of 
Prince and Dormand [8] and DVERK [5]. In our opinion this is due essentially to the minimization 
of A (7) together with an extended absolute stability region. The computations were carried out in 
double precision (16 significant digits) on the VAX 8300 of the University of Zaragoza. 
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